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Kala Mandir
"Cultural Venue"

by Megyarsh

In Kolkata, the city of art and culture, there is no dearth of entertainment
venues, it has many premier and important spaces, Kala Mandir being one
of them. Established in 1968, it is managed and operated by the Sangeet
Kala Mandir Trust. The excellent acoustic and lighting equipments of this
auditorium furthers the art experience. This 1100-seater theater plays host
to diverse events like classical sangeet mehfils and dance performances.
Call ahead for complete details on schedule and exact technical
specifications.

+91 33 2247 9086

48 Shakespeare Sarani, Kolkata

Rabindra Sadan
"Cultural Seat"

by English Rose247

Dedicated to the great poet and Nobel laureate Rabindranath Tagore, the
Rabindra Sadan represents the cultural cult of Kolkata. Since 1967, it has
been delighting art-enthusiasts and has been the focal point of Bengali art
and culture. It can be termed as the hub of diverse art-forms comprising
drama, dance and other performing arts. Every evening, entirely new
dimension of entertainment is presented at Rabindra Sadan. Be it the
experimental theater groups or the renowned music maestros; it is the
dream of every Bengali artist to perform at this stage. This renowned
stage also shares space with Nandan cinema, Bangla Academy and
Aganendra Prodorshonshala, making the Rabindra Sadan complex a
complete cultural zone. The major attractions around this art-space also
include Victoria Memorial, Birla Planetarium and St. Paul's Cathedral.

+91 33 2248 9936

Cathedral Road, Kolkata

The Calcutta School of Music
"Learn Western and Contemporary Indian
Music"

by Kolkatan

+91 33 2461 5375

The Calcutta School of Music was established in the year 1915 by Phillpe
Sandre. It is one of the oldest institutions for contemporary classical music
and western classical music. The main objective of this school is to teach
music and nurture this wonderful talent in one and all. Apart from music it
also covers speech training, drama and elocution. It arranges solo music
training, concerts and orchestra programs. This institution has more than
1000 students and 38 teachers who are all highly qualified.
www.calmusic.org/

calsmus@gmail.com

6B Sunny Park, Kolkata

GD Birla Saghagar
"Culture on Display"
Since its inception in 1984 GD Birla Saghagar has been the venue of some
of the most memorable performances in the city. Playing host to a number
of classical concerts and plays throughout the year, this auditorium offers
a glimpse into the rich culture of the state. Boasting unparalleled
acoustics, lighting and seating, the experience offered at this venue is
second to none in the city.

by Do u remember

+91 33 2461 5579

www.gdbirlasabhagar.com/

29 Queens Park Road, Kolkata

Tapan Theatre
"Live theater"
Passing through the streets of Kolkata trying to experience the feel of the
city, don't forget to pay a visit to the Tapan Theatre. Tapan Theatre is a
live example of music and entertainment in Kolkata city. It is huge, airconditioned auditorium equipped with all modern communication facilities
and amenities. Try and enjoy the great feel of Kolkata by witnessing some
of the great plays and concert here at Tapan Theatre.

by Alan Cleaver

+91 33 24666471

37 A & 37 B, Kalighat, Sadananda Road, Kolkata

Najrul Mancha
"Popular Performance Arena"
Art and culture have always played an important role in Kolkata’s past and
continue to do so even today. Keeping the passion alive, Nazrul Mancha is
one of the most prominent event venues in the city. Situated in Rabindra
Sarobar, the auditorium is most famous as the locale for Dover Lane Music
Festival, a week long event dedicated to Indian and Carnatic Classical
Music and held every January. For the rest of the year, the venue hosts
various local and international events including dance and musical
soirees, college functions as well as conferences and auditions. The large
auditorium has a semi-circular stage and a seating capacity of
approximately 3000. Regular performances by Bengali rock bands and
other Indian groups make this a much-visited destination and especially
popular among the youth of the city. However, the appearance of the
space is not what you would expect of an auditorium of this standard to
be and is in desperate need of renovation and modernization. It can be
easily reached by buses and cabs.
+91 33 2225 3439

Southern Avenue, Rabindra Sarobar, Kolkata
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